What makes NVS Unique?
“Whangaia ka tupu ka Puawai”
“That which is Nurtured Blossoms and Grows.”

N

Ngakonui school community has a growth mindset, we get into the learning pit (James Nottingham), challenge ourselves, use habits of mind,
solo taxonomy and other thinking tools to help us with our learning.
We transfer, review, adapt or apply when we have accomplished our learning goals.

G

We believe in growing the Thinker, the Learner and the Citizen in all of us!

A

The Atmosphere at our school is a culture of continuous learning and improvement.
To be culturally responsive, move goal posts and have a vibrancy of spirit-(Whare tapa wha model- Mason Durrie)
Te Taha Hinengaro (psychological health),
Te Taha Wairua (spiritual health),
Te Taha Tinana (physical health),
Te Taha Whanau (family health)

K

Our kids are in the driving seat of their learning. (Visible Learning).
Growing learner capacity and agency in our leaders, teachers, students and BOT.
Using assessment for learning strategies to help us with our learning.

O

Our 8 Cs expectations -consistency, communication, continuous learning, charism, character, critical thinking, connections,
collaboration.
With these expectations we will remind ourselves of our WHY! And the delivering of the HOW and WHAT (Simon Sinek)
We follow the spiral inquiry of learning and a ready- fire- aim analogy (Helen Timperley/ Micheal Fullan)
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NVS Way is the name of the school curriculum- it is made up of
-Rich and base learning
-Buddy learning Goals- Be active, Understanding, Dig deep, Develop skills, yes I can.
-Progressions in reading, writing, maths- seen in and around the school to guide us in knowing
where we are at, where we need to be and how we are going to get there.
-Hands on inquiry weaved into our learning with passion projects and discovery time (Kath Murdoch)
-The philosophy of John Hattie- Know thy Impact – drives our teacher effectiveness to help improve achievement at our school.
This helps grow the thinker, the learner and the citizen
Our unique environment lends itself to who we are- being rural with beautiful scenery
surrounded by our maunga Hikurangi and Tuhua and our rivers of Taringamotu and the Mangakahu
Valley.
Our uniqueness is found in the playground where children have opportunities to be creative in play
-using dirt piles and mud, tractor tyres, the wood pit, and trees to climb and also in our NVS Events –
e,g: Ag and Pet Day, NVS Tough Kids, Hunting Competition, Arts Splash, Twilight Fair.
To run and play in fresh country air. And experience being a child! (Sir Ken Robinson)
Here at NVS Individuality is encouraged. Where everyone can be himself or herself and NOT fit into boxes.
Where we find our talents and so we can relax and be ourselves! Our behaviour programme is based on
Abraham Maslow Triangle and the Incredible Years philosophy.
-Becoming self aware of who you are to solve problems, being surrounded in love and care and always
finding the positive.
Our values are encouraged in our TLC lessons along with a growth mindset (Carol Dweck) and learning
muscles (Guy Claxton).

